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Tēnā koutou 
 
There are 50,000 plus kiwi retuned home since the pandemic started. As a nation it is our 
responsibility to look after them as they are New Zealander and make sure there is enough 
employment opportunities available for them. There are some people who is demanding 
Immigration New Zealand to process residence visa faster which can create number of 
issues, we want skilled people in community not a express entry 90 days’ time and 
application approved. ‘’New Zealand Residence is privilege not a Right.’’ 
I personally know 14 people who are NZ Citizens and were working around the world prior 
to pandemic they all have managed to return home some lost their contract some lost their 
full time employment none of the nation have granted Residence for those kiwi and they 
return back to NZ.I do not understand why group of people protesting out there saying 
migrant have worked and paid tax they should have pathway to residence? Moreover some 
politician are encouraging them. 
There was another concern about Expression of interest for skill migrant category, I have 
done some deep research for this program and suspending EOI was one of the key decision 
that Government took, with the current situation it is very important to take time review 
and then re-open the pool. Post covid situation is very different then what we thought we 
have many kiwi’s to look after in terms of employment, accommodation and 
healthcare.Goverment is doing some incredible work like apprenticeship boost, flexi wage 
scheme to promote employment opportunity for locals. We have our own growing young 
generation who wants to work in New Zealand it is very important to keep them in 
workforce. 
 
Some suggestion for Skill migrant program 
 
 Complete removal of offering 30 extra point for skilled employment outside of 

Auckland. This has created growing pressure on housing market especially small city 
like wellington, nelson, Hamilton, Dunedin. 

 Skilled Work experience should increase to 3 to 4 years for those who have 
qualification below leavl-7 or bachelor degree. 

 Highly skilled and occupation that requires registration should be key focus of entire 
SMC program. 

 One’s new policy is establish those who have EOI in pool can update their EOI if they 
meet the new requirement or withdrew (same as parent category change took place 
in November 2019) 

 Increase English language requirements for SMC 
 Occupation like ICT Fibre Technician, Retail manager, Café manager, Cleaning 

manger etc should be removed as this role can be done by our Maori and pacific 
people those who known as low paid worker since decades. 

 The current minimum point require is only 160 this should increase to 180 or 200 
that way we will only have highly skill people in pool 

 Salary threshold also needs to be looked and increase if needed for SMC as anyone 
earning $25.50 an hour having access to residency it’s not very logical.  



 When government Restart EOI new requirements must be consider applicant those
who do not meet new criteria can withdraw their application.

Case study Example 

Person who studied in New Zealand Diploma in computer science (Level-5 -6) apply for 
EOI, Person is working as Fibre Technician for chorus Subcontractor Company. 
According to ANZSCO requirement “ A certificate at NZQF Level 4, or a higher 
qualification, which includes the credit and knowledge requirements of one of the 
strands of the New Zealand Certificate in Telecommunications (Level 4)’’ the person 
gets invitation and apply for residence and residence visa get approved. This ultra-fibre 
broadband project is short term which is about to end in year time, what about ongoing 
sustainability of his work also this is consider as low skill work which can be easily done 
by  new Zealander with very minimum training. There are thousand people are getting 
residency through this pathways which can be economically zero value to New Zealand. 


